MLA Citation Guide

A book by a single author

A book by two authors

A book with two editors

Bible

Chapter in an edited book

Electronic Book (ebrary)

Google Books

A print article in scholarly journal

Scholarly articles from databases


A print article in a magazine
Adler, Jerry. “The Fight Against the Flu; The lethal H5N1 virus was found last week in birds in Europe. So far it has spread between humans in only a few suspected cases, but with no cure in sight, global health officials are nervously watching their borders and preparing for the worst.” *Newsweek* 31 Oct. 2005: 39-45. Print.

Same article in a database
Adler, Jerry. “The Fight Against the Flu; The lethal H5N1 virus was found last week in birds in Europe. So far it has spread between humans in only a few suspected cases, but with no cure in sight, global health officials are nervously watching their borders and preparing for the worst.” *Newsweek* 31 Oct. 2005: 39+. *Research Library*. Web. 1 Nov. 2005.
Magazine article without an author from a database


An article in a newspaper


If pages in a newspaper article do not appear on consecutive pages, put a plus sign (+) at the end of the first page number.

Same article in a database


CQ Researcher database


Opposing Viewpoints database


Reference book or encyclopedia


Web Site


Film or Video Recording


Government Documents/ Legal sources


Disclaimer: the ultimate authority for the correct method of citing sources is your professor.

Source: *MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers*, Seventh Ed. Please note that according to this edition of the MLA Handbook, it is no longer necessary to list the URL when you cite an Internet source.
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